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If young people are to bring compassion and understanding to the future they
will share with millions more people than are now Even living,* it is critical
that they recognize the world's interdependency, the similarities and interrelatedness of problems faced by American families and families of developing
nations. Today's high school students will be leaders, decisionniakers, and
shapers of tomorrow's world.
Three-fourths of the world's nations today are still developing. Tho"-h many
have long-and often-proud pasts, they face harsh economic realities of a new
age. This body of nations, almost another world by sharp contrast with the
more industrialized countries, is called the Third World. Yet, the earth is one
world and all its peoples have a stake in the Third World's fto:lre.
GLOBAL CONNECTIONS is a Home Economics cutfics;!um for building links
between American teens and peoples of these developing countriesfor a
safer, better world.
At the present growth rate, the world population which yearned 5 billion in 1987 will uouble by 2025
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Introduction

Grasping the concept of people
empowerment as the tool of

What Does Development
Education Mean?

progre.,s

Developing a sense of personal
responsibility for families and
problems in developing countries

Development education is learning that
creates an international perspective.
Development education begins with a
recognition of global interdependence
and the continuing need for justice and
equity in the world 1 Development
education accepts these as basic tenets

Advancing the principle of global
interdependence.

Action

Addressing short- and long-term

Poverty in a world of plenty is
unnecessary and unacceptable.
The world has the resources and the
human capability to eliminate
poverty
America's well-being is dependent
on global well-being
Individuals can make a difference
even where basic societal changes
are needed
People must be empowered to bring
about their own change.
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Bringing a Global View
Into Your Home
Economics Program
Steps To Take
1

Words of U S. Congressman Benjamin
A. Gilman offer the challenge- "In an
age of increasing interdependence.
global hunger and poverty has become
an issue of critical importance to the
U S. It is imperative that the American
public recognizes better how conditions
in less developed nations affect our
nation."

Assess the status of the global education curriculum in your school

Determine the appropriate role of
development education in your
Home Economics curriculum.

3. Select content and methodology.
Content themes could include
Population and food needs.
Interdependence of teenagers
and their families with others.
Resource utilization to meet
needs of all individuals and
families

The goal of the Global Connections
curriculum Is to motivate students to
become more caring and responsible
citizens of the global village as a result
of their involvement in Global
Connections.2

Family customs and traditions
the strengths. stability, and
differences.
Lifestyles and contrasts

Students Will Grow
In Understanding

Methodology might include
Integrating material into regular
teaching units
Teaching development education

Knowledge
Becoming aware of and comprehending conditions of poverty and
hunger in families of the Third
World
Developing an understanding of
the life of families in developing
countries.

as separate modules
Recognizing special activities/
events such as World Food Day.

4 Choose instructional resources.
Global Connections project publications will include

Recognizing the reality of global
Chsrtsi figures ni pp 4 6, 4,1(1') u.. , wah porno's,
41,
reprodutrt! horn h. pu!,,,non sorld food Den C sr,( Pdion

problems of families in developing
countries through varied means
such as collaboration with groups
committed to a self-help that empowers people. awareness, activities. service projects, and public
policy influence/action.

County/Area Profiles

interdependence of families and
the link between local and global
problems

Each guide contains maps to
locate the area or continent
where selected countries are
located and includes some
demographic and historical
information and short case
studies about families/individuals Discussion guidelines, a list

Values and Attitudes
Appreciating and respecting diversity in traditions, customs.
skills, and beliefs of families end
individuals of all cultures.
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of additional resources, and
brief descriptions of selected
holidays and family customs
complete each profile There
are guides for:

AFRICA areaBotswana.
Nigeria. Kenya

ASIA areaThailand. India.
Philippines

CARIBBEAN area
Jamaica. St Lucia
LATIN AMERICA area
Peru. Ecuador. Honduras

MIDDLE EAST

area

Egypt and Turkey.

Slides
Sets of 20 slides with written

and/or taped commentary will
depict family I co, education. clothing. food production. children's
activities, and other social aspects of
life in the developing world. Some
slide sets are in production new

Topic Modules/
Lesson Plans
Modules and/or lesson plans
focusing on various subject
areas of Home Economics will
be available. Each lesson has
been tested by one or more
home economics teachers
These list objectives. concepts to
be learned, and include appropriate strategies for teaching.
Two or three strategies are
detailed and sources of additional ones listed. Modules/
lesson plans are available in the
following subject matter areas
Foods and Nutrition
Resource Management
Housing
Parenting

Work and the Family.

Sources To Tap
Development and global education
instructional materials have been prepared by a number of organizations in
recent years These are available free of
charge or at a minimal cost. Some of
the agencies that you may wish tc contact are listed below:

American Association for World
Health
2001 S Street N W Suite rxit)
Washington. DC 20009
202 265 0286

Brigham Young University

World Bank

Dated M Kennedy Center
Publications Smites

Publications Office

28() FIRCB

Provo UT 84602
801 378-6328

Canadian International Development Agency
Public Affairs Branch

20(` Promenade du Portage
Hull. Quebec KIA 0G4
819 997-6100

Catholic Relief Services
1011 First Avenue

New York NY 10022
212 838-4700

Church World Service
Office on Global Education
115 North Charles Street
Baltimore. MD 21218
301.727-6106

Church World Service
Film Library

P 0 Box 968

1E18 H Street N W
Washington. DC 20433
202 477-1234
Slides. films. filmstrips videocassettes

available for on or purchase

Curriculum Orientation
Home Economics education helps

families solve perennial problemsnurturing human development: feeding.
clothing. and housing the family: managilg resources: and coordinating work
and family.
Perennial problems are those faced by
families across cultures. over time.
Practical problems irvolve questions of
value judgment regarding what is best
to do in a particular context.

Elkhart. IN 46515
219-264-3102

Why the Problem
Orientation Was Chosen

Global Perspectives in Education

The perennial/practical problem orientation was selected for the Global Connections curriculum because this

218 East 18th Street
New York NY 10003
212-475-0850

National Committee for World
Food Day

1001 22nd Street N W
Washington DC 20437
202-653-2402

OEF International
1815 H Street N W
10th Floor

Washington DC 20006
202 466-3430

Population Reference Bureau. Inc.
777 14th
N W Suite 800
Washington DC 200(15
202 639 8040

Save the Children
P 0 Bo. 951)
We,tport CT 06881
203 226 7271

Seeds
222 Last Lake Drive

Decatur GA 30030
404-378 3566

'UNICEF- U S Committee
331 East 38th Street
New York NY 10016
212 686-5:522
UNIFEM (formerly Voluntary Fund
for the UN Decade for Wornor)
304 East 45th Street

Ilth Floor
New York, NY 1(1(117

212-906 6400
UNIPUB
Box 4:;3
Murray 11111 Station

New York. NY 10016

approach:

Motivates students and promotes personal involvement. Students become more engaged when the
class begins with a question such as.
"Should we be concerned about people
in developing countries?" rather than
when a teacher simply presents five
reasons why students should be
concerned.

Prepares students for the information age. Information about developing countries changes rapidly. Students need critical and creative thinking
and value reasoning skills in order to
solve future problems

Recognizes the complexity of
the problems of families in developing countries.

Changes attitudes and values.
"Unfortunately facts alone rarely
change our attitudes or values." says
Jim Jarvis in his writing for Church
World Service "When facts conflict
with our values, we have a tendency to
ignore. forget. reject them, or simply
turn off the speaker." Jarvis calls the
required first step in global education
as one of dealing with attitudes and
valuesdeveloping activities that cause
learners to stop and think about their
positions. "Once thinking." he says.
"they are more open to new Ideas and
information."3
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Recognizes long-term signifi-

cant issues.

Issues such as hunger
and poverty can be addressed ;zither
than unrelated pieces of info matron

Considers valued ends. The
problems of developing coz.nries are
value questions--What should be
done"''- issues

Provides a proactive stance.

World Map of Rich and Poor Nations

orb

Stu-

dents can become advoc -es for
change rather than accepting existing
conditions of poor housing and health
poverty. and hunger in the world

Teaching Models
To address practical and perennial
problems faced by families in developing countries, students need to develop
problem-solving skills The teaching
model on the following page is
designed to help students develop

03,11,11

these skills 4
,t,"1,1

Resources and strategies from the leaf
lets. slides. lesson plans and other
resources may be incorporated into the
teaching model Probing questions
encourage students to think critically

oto NY

-

E]."Z".

:";:iZ .0^

or

,

j As;a".

How To Approach the
Problem-Solving Process
Identify and clarify the problem
Search out and gather adequate
information
3 Evaluate the reliability of the
information
4 Formulate goals or valued ends
and rank their importance in
making decisions
5 Interpret the contextual factors
of the problem
1

2

6 Make a decision
7

Justify the decision based on
decision tests
e Is it moralk,
and ethically defensible"))
Universal consequences

.1111111111111111111W

e What if everyone did it)

Role reversal
i e What if I or someone else
wk..e in mat situation)

Omer cases
e Vv'hat if we tkere in new
situations)
8 Develop skills necessary for
action Encourage use of skills in
a real situation
9 Reflect on the action as implemented and actual
consequences

Many students respond to
the audiovisuals and information by observing how
fortunate they are to live in
America. This is the teachable moment. Ask probing
questions to help students
realize the need to go

4

beyond, to take action, to
raise community awareness
of the problem, to plan
activities and projects that
help people in developing
countries, and to understand
the processes of public
policy formation.
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PRE -TEST

Global Connecvions Curriculum
Part I: Attitudes
What do you think) Rate the amount of agreement or disagreement you have with each of the
following statements Use the scale below and indicate your choice on the blank provided

Strongly
Agree
2

1

3

4

5

1

The United States is the wealthiest coy nt y in the world

2

The U S has the highest

Strongly
Disagree
6

ndard of hying in the world

3 The U S :s a developing country

Copy This
Page for

Classroom Use

The U S is the most generous country in the world when it comes to giving development

5

U S citizens spend several times as much money on alcoholic beverages as the U S government spends on official development assistance

6

There is z lot we can learn from Third World countries

7

The food I eat is no really related to hunger in the developing countries of the world

8

People are hungry because there just isn't enough food to go around

9

Most Amencans have an accurate idea cf how Africans !lye

10

If poor nations would adopt the U S economic and political systems of capitalism and
democracy. they would develop more rapidly

:1

The U S government should give more food aid to needy countries

12

If poor nations would select a socialist economic and political system as adopted by
China. they would develop more rapidly

13

People don't have enough to eat because they are unwilling to work

14

The prov..em of world hunger is mostly a problem of foreign count ies .and it will have
little effect on my life as a U S citizen

15

The problem of world hunger is my problem since the future of my life Is tied to the Ines
of all other peoples on earth

Part II: Factual Knowledge
1

Make as many photocopies of
this pretest as needed to use
with your students Answers for
Part II are given below A bar
graph mignt be created to illustrate students' attitudes 'feelings
on statements in Part I This
can be an opener to a discussion and more sharing of
feelings or concerns

4

a

c
e

percent of the world's population lives in developing countries
less than 10%
b about 25%
about 50%
d about 75%
about 90 1,

2 How much of thE world's population lives in the United States'
a
3%
b
6%
c
9%
d 12%
e

1D%

3 The United States has
percent of the world's resources
a about 15%
b about 25%
c
about 30%
d about 50%
e about 65%
4 Which three continents contain the majority of developing countries)
a
Asia
b Nonh America
c
Africa
d Latin America
e

Aliatralia

f

Europe

5 Which program item receives the biggest "chunk of the U S budget'
a
c
e

foreign aid
welfare programs
government operation

b
d

military
education

f

health

6 What percent of the U S Gross National Product (GNP) goes to foreign a,sistance)
about 25%
b about 15%
c about 10%
d about 5%
e under 1%
7 U S aid to developing countries as a percent of the GNP is
a more than that of any other developed country
b more than most developed countries
c about the same as other developed countries
d less than many other developed countries
8 In 1958. a Central African earned enough money from selling the U S 2001bs of cotton to buy
four blankets How many blankets could he she buy today fur the money earned from selling the
same amount of cotton')
<1

Answers to Part Ii
1

d about 75%

2 b 6%

3 c about 30%
4 Asia. Africa. Latin Amenca

5 b military
6 e under 1%
7 d less than many other
developed countries

8a

1

9 b 1/2 as much
10 d 460 million

a

1

h

4

c

8

9 The average protein -take of each person in the U S is about 96 grams per day In li.dia it is
a
c

about the same

1)

1

2 as much

3 4 as much
d 1 3 as much
10 The population of he world is approximately 5 billion 15 00t.
from insufficient protein energy supply'
a 50 million
b 100 million
d 460 million
c 200 million
e 900 million

6

How many people suffer

Pau-DTEST

Global Connections Curriculum

Part I: Attitudes
What du you think' Rate the amount of agreement ur disagreement you have with each of the
following statements Use the scale below and indicate your choice on the blank provided

Strongly
Agree

3

2

1

4

I

The United States is the wealthiest count y in the world

2

The U S has the highest _

3

The U S a a developing country

4

The U S

ndard

5

Strongly
Disagree
6

living in the world

the most generous country in the wut id when it comes to giving development

asst -ranee
5

U S ,,t,zns spend several times as much money on alcoholic beverages as the U S goveminent spends on official development assistance

6

There is

7

The food I eat is no' rally related to hunger in the developing countries of the world

8

People are hungry because there Just isn't enough food to go around

__ 9

'his
for
Part

Use

1

a

pies of
to use
ers for

e

A brr
o illusI

This

ring of
items

Most Americans have an accurate idea cf how Africans live

10

If poor nations would adopt the U S economic and polaical systems of capitalism and
democracy. they would develop more rapidly

:1

The U S government should give more food aid to needy, countries

12

If poor nations would select a socialist economic and political system as adopted by
China, they would develop rnoro rapidly

13

People don't have enough to eat because they are unwilling to work

14

The proe,em of world hunger is mostly a problem of foreign count les .and it will have
little effect on my life as a U S citizen

15

The problem of world hunger is my problem since if t future if my He is tied to the lives
of all other peoples on earth

U:

Factual Knowledge

percent of the world's population lives in developing countries
b about 25%
less than 10%
about 50%
d about 75%
about 90%

2 How much of the world's population lives in the United States'
a
3%
b
6%
c
9%
d
12%

eelings
discus-

lot we can learn from Third World countries

I

e

16%

percent of the world's resources
3 The United States has
a about 15%
b about 25%
d about 50%
c about 30%
e about 65%
4 Which three continents contain the maprity of developing countries)
a Asia
b North America
c Atnca
d Latin America
e

Au,stralia

f

Europe

5 Which program item receives the biggest "chunk- of the U S budget)
a foreign aid
b military
c
e

imenca

her

welfare programs
government operation

d

f

education
health

6 What p,rcent of the U S Gross National Product iGNP) goes to foreign a...sistanee'
b about 15%
a about 25%
d
about 5%
c about 10%
e under 1%
7 U S aid to developing countries as a percent of the GNP is
a more than that of any other developed country
b more than most developed countries
c about the same as other developed countries
d less than many other developed countries
8 In 1958. a Central African earned enough money from selling the U S 200 lbs of cotton to buy
four blankets How many blar,kets could he she buy today for the money, earned from selling the
same amount of cotton')
b4
a 1
c 8
d 12
9 The average protein -take of each person In the U S Is about 96 grams per day In India it is
b
1 2 as much
a about the same
d
c
3 4 ac much
1 3 as much
10 The population of he world is approximately 5 billion i5.0(Hi
low many people suffer
from insufficient protein energy supply')
a
b
100 million
50 million
d 460 million
c 200 million
e 900 million
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TEACHER

SELF-ASSESSMENT
Checking Your Classroom's Global Connections
In Your Classroom

Teaching Do You
1

Very
Often

Some. Seldom/
Never
times

I
Not Appropriate
For My Students

Could Be
Suitable

I

Display a world map"

2 Have a world atlas available"

I

3 Provide a globe in the room"

I

I

4 Point out on the map or globe cities
and countries that come up in

I
I

discussion?

5 Include materials that mention other
countries in addition to the U S 9

-r

6 Stress the need to know about the

rest of the world"
7

your local community'

I

8 Mention that individual decisions
can have an effect on our envnonment
and our world"

p

I
I

9 Point out similarities among the
world's cultures when teaching about

I Use This
I Page To Think

other countries'
10 Point out that people can have
different ways of doing the same thing
and that's okay."

1

11 Point out &fferences among
cultures in a non,udgmental way when
teaching about other countries
cultures"

1

I

12 Invite people from the community
to speak about other countries or
cultures"

'

1

1

13 Bring in people to talk to your
students about world issues. e g

population. food. energy"
14

Discuss current world events it
i

15 Promote conservation and
ecological concern within your
classroom"
16 Teach your students about
important issues facing our planet

earth
17 Discourage waste by your
students'

'

18 Promote loyalty to the U S while
recognizing the rights of other

countries'
19 Emphasize that conditions in our
world are constantly changing and we
must prepare ourselves to live in a
world of change"

20 Encourage students to think.
dream. and plan for the future they
would like to see"
(Adapted from "Global Education
Project." Menominee County Intermediate School District. Menominee.
Michigan.)

I

I

Point out international linkages in

class"

I

f

r

--r
l

Through Ways
You Want
To Change
After a self-assessment. teachers

may find it helpful to share
findings with another teacher
and discuss concerns or !mitabons Invite your school administrator's commitment of support
for changes you want to make

I
I
I

I Use This
I Page To Think
I. Through Ways
Ig You Want
a

I To Change
IAfter a self assessment. teachers
1.1

i
Ii

.!

I

1

may find it he!pful to share
findings with another teacher
and discuss concerns or ',mitalions Invite your school administrator's commitment of support
for changes you want to make
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Teaching Strategies
And Techniques
Problem Identification /
Clarification
How To's
Student-teacher conferences
2. Classroom setting using
1

- newspaper clippings/magazine articles
bulletin boards
case studies from writings.

-role reversal tests
-new situation (workability)
tests.

Suggested Questions To Ask
1

2.

- pretests.

Suggested Questions To Ask

4

5.

good or bad-have you in
6.

1. What is the practical problem in
this situation?

2. Why do you think this is a

nd values?
What reasons are behind what
you selected?
What environmental factors
affect your decision -laws and
rules Of family, community.
school. state. or nation?
Resources and relationships?
Cultural customs of taboos?
What alternatives or choicesgoal.,.

3.

films, slides. videotapes. TV.
short stories adolescent
novels
vignettes
statistics

What information do you need
to solve problems?
What personal factors affect
your decision-resources.

7.

problem?

3. Why be concerned about this

making the decision?
What are the consequences of

each for you. your family. the
community. nation, or world?
What results-good or
bad-might you expect as outcomes of your choice?

for oneself?

Skill Development &
Situation Application
How To's
1
Simulations and role plays.
2. Laboratories.
3. Individual experiences
4. Everyday experiences in the
home. school. and community.

Suggested Questions To Ask
1

Do you have the skills needed
to carry out your decision
carefully?

2. What skills do you need?
3. How can you better prepare
yourself for this situation?

Reflections on
Actions / Consequences
How To's
1. Personal logs/journals.
2. Bulletin boards.
3. Pencil/paper tests.
4

Group discussions using decision
tests.

Suggested Questions To Ask

4. Do many different people share

1. How do you feel about your

this problem?

choice?

5. What questions do you have

2. What other decision/ choice
might be better and why?
3. How can you prepare yourself
better next time for this
problemsolving situation?

about this problem?

Information Search
and Collection
How To's
1. Brainstorming in small groups
or as a class.

Introduction of an
Issue with Students

2. Interviews
3. Questionnaires and surveys.

4 Attitude inventory.
5. Individual or group information
collection from:
lectures
assigned reading with
worksheet

-audiovisual materials

-library work
-magazine or newspapers
speakers.
6. Class discussions using.
vignettes

-case studies
value clarification activities
charts such as practical
reasoning worksheet and
variations.

7. Role plays/simulations.
8. Creative writing (stories).
9 Teacher/student conferences
10. Class discussion using:
-decision (morally defensible)
tests

universal tests

Inadequate sod resources and ssater are
among the problems deselopmg nat.oms face

Issue: Should I help

families in developing countries?

8.

What do you think is best to
do and why?
9
What impact would your
decision have on you. your
family. your community?
10 What if everyone selected this
solution or acted in this way?
11. Woul I you choose the same
solution if you were . . ? (List
persons who might be
affected.)

12 What if? i e You were pregnant? You heard food relief
was io arrive the next day?
13 Would this solution be workable considering personal and
environmental factors noted by
you?

14 Does this solution match with
what you and society both feel
is important?

Step 1: Clarify the problem.
How do developing countries differ from developed
countries?

--Compare economic,
educational, and health
status of developing and
developed countries. (See
chart of Characteristics of
Selected Countries on page
9.)

Analyze and draw
conclusions.

What does it mean to
live in a country with a
high infant mortality rate.
low life expectancy. unsafe
water. etc 9
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Formulate a definition of a
developing country
Locate developing countries on a map or ylooe.
What generalizations can
you make about the

Low
ir.ceme

COuntne.

GNP casa RUC S,
A,- a G4,88 Pa, -1

1953

.n'am

1955

Step 2: lEkaw some
conclusions.
Use resources to develop
case studies which depict
issues/concerns of teenagers and families in developing countries. Resources
include persons in your
community such as refugee
families, missionaries,
Peace corps workers. or
others who have ;wed and
worked in developing
countries: and references
such as books, periodicals.
audiovisuals, and current
media (television etc ).
Assign reports on family life
in selected developing
countries. Use activities for
creating cultural awareness
on page 9.
Develop skits or role plays
depicting daily life of teenagers or families in your
country.
Read the poem The Arithmetic of Poverty on page 11.
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American families?
Identify major issues/concerns of selected developing countries. Post these on
the map.
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Are the countries clustered? (See World Map on
Rich/Poor Nations on page
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Imagine yourself living in
one of the developing
countries.
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Generate alternatives on
how you can help. Plan

FHA/HERO chapter
awareness and/or outreach
activities and projects
Ask questions of yourself in
all the above activities:
What are the issues'
concerns?

--W iat are the feelings of
each of the persons?
What values are
important?
--In what ways are these
values similar or different
from yours?
Compare needs of individuals and families in
developing countries, in
America when it was
developing. and in America
today.

Step 3: Take action.
Plan awareness activities
and social action projects
such as.

Publicizing international
special event days such as

World Food Day

Creating posters for
school displays. illustrating
teenagers and families in
developing countries
Writing articles on class-

room or FHA /HERO
chapter activities for a

Asa -

s

school or local newspaper.
Sending to organizations
personal. household. and
clothing necessities for families in developing
countries
Sponsoring a child in a
developing country.

Step 4: Reflect on your
action.
Imagine consequences.

short and long term. for
each of the awareness
activities or action projects
Is it appropriate for the
country?

Doez it consider the
needs. environment. and
culture of that country?
Is it ethical?
Whose interests are
served by the activities/
projects?

Should you be involved?
What are the outcomes for
you individually. the commur:ty. and the nation if
action is taken to help families in developing
countries?
Maintain student logs

reflecting new knowledge.
feelings, and perceptions
while learning about individuals and families in
developing countries.
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Suggestions To Help
Students Learn
About People
In Developing Countries

considered appropriate? If flow'rs
are given, what kind? What are
:ome of the special meanings of
Are children usually present or
participating at social gatherings?
Where are elderly members of the
family or women of the family on
these occasions
How are children disciplined at
home or at school?
In schools, are children segre-

3

Recognize that one's own personal
or cultural beliefs, values, and perceptions are not the only way of
viewing the world.
2 Develop a non-judgmental atti1

4

tudeto know and to understand

5.

the people of a country without

gated? If so, howby race, class,

evaluating.

caste, sex. religion, grade level, or

3. Display empathy, the ability to put
oneself in another's shoes
4. Note ethnocentric expressions of

age'?

Do most people read and write?
How are public saintation,
hygiene, and garbage dealt with?
8. What is the normal dress of
women, of men, of children?
9
What foods are taboo? What
actions are taboo?
10 If as a customer you touch or
handle things that are for sale, will
you be considered knowledgeable
or inconsiderate. within or outside
your rights?
11. Is TV available? How widely is it
6
7

superiority.

5. Recognize stereotypes of people of
other countries.
6. Acknowledge the similarities of
people in developing countries and
in the United States.
7. Study a country for its intrinsic
worth. Recognize the beauty of the
traditions, the arts. and the cultural
institutions.

Creating Activities
For Cultural Awareness

used? How is it usedteaching,
recreation? What programs are

The objective is to help students gain
information about people in another
The following set of questions may be
used to gain information. Draw out
specific answers
1. How do people greet each other-

shake hands, bow, embrace, or
other means? How do they part?
On what occasions would one present or accept gifts? What gifts are
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Culture Kit
A Resource You
Create
One way to become interested in
another culture is to actually handle
items which are common to that culture but which are unfamiliar to individuals in the U.S. A home economist at
Iowa State University introduced the
idea of a "culture kit." An adaptation of
the original is found below:

JG

A Culture Kit is a means for sharing
with others what has been learned
about another way of life. These guidelines will make it easier and more fun
for teachers and students to make their
own Culture Kit.

t Econorrt Aid flec.fved
LanLan Wevef Donor.

y62

verbal language
nonverbal communication patterns
concept of time
concept of space
arts
traditions.

57, g

6 a'

Ca911,

culture:
beliefs
values
world views (religion)
social organization
economic organization
political organization

People of all ages respond eagerly to
the opportunity to handle real items
from the everyday lives of other cultures. Trying on their hats, walking in
their shoes, smelling their spices, listening to their music, and playing their
games offer welcome chances to identify with unfamiliar patterns of life.

Lit E.ptcfsncy 1943

Sale Wl,:er ea,,

Some characteristics of

Creating the Kit

t,

Anna! Gro.n Rsf I41

Culture is the sum total of
ways of living built up by a
group of human beings and
transmitted from one generation to another.

available?

12. What is the attitude toward drinking and gambling?
13. How do adults spend their leisure
time? How do children?
14 What is the normal pattern of
work days and days off'? What are
normal working hours for men. for
women?
15. What are the important holidays?
How is each observed?

culture.

2

Culture Cues

flov,rers?

t7

SO,OCCS WOrld Development Report 1985

I

°

World Ithidary and So at Frponclliffns 1985
Cnodry Reports on Human
Pract,,,, tn. 1985
0
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Making It Your Own

6

Choose a culture. Decide ,t
you want to focus on a specific
theme such as food or music or to
combine several themes for a more
general approach

7

box are suitable Bookstores usually
have boxes that are especial'
strong.

Step 2: Label each itcrn with a selfsticking or sew-on label Fasten an

inventory list to the lid of the box
for quick reference Include notecards with brief, clear descriptions
of each item. Keep two other
copies of the notecardsa master
set and one to replace lost or worn
cards. Laminating cards or paper
items will help prc.,2rve and protect

Universities and colleges will
be helpful in locating foreign students and resource materials

Step 2: Keep in mind that a Culture
Kit should include experiences for
all five senses. sight, sound. smell,
touch, and taste. Active participation on the part of users will
enhance the effectiveness of the kit.

Bookstores. Don't overlook
used bookstores and thrift shops
for old articles, maps, or
posters National Geographic or
travel magazines will be helpful

Step 1:

8

UNICEF bibliographies

are

available for every grade. K-12,
critiquing books on over 100
countries. These can be ordered
from the Information Center on
Children's Culture. United
States Committee for UNICEF,

Step 3:

When items are collected.
learn as much about each one as
possib!.? Read and talk with people
who have travelled or lived in that
culture. Foi example
How is the item used in daily

them

Step 3: P?ck kit items in a way to prevent their damage. Plastic bags

life?

What customs are associated
with it?

Where did it come frcm? Why is
it used? Who uses it?
How is made?

Ideas for Content
1

Maps. flags, coins. currency or
stamps

2 Pictures and posters. slides.

films, or filmstrips
3 Cassette tapes of people talking,
of music, or culturgrarns.
4. Stories or books about the
country; newspapers and
magazines

5 Recipes or foods such as spices
which won't spoil
6 Clothing and handmade crafts
7 Musical instruments or small
household utensils
8. Play materials and games
9 Poetry.

Collecting Kit Items
Sources for items in the kit vary from
city to city Some suggestions are.
1

People who have lived or

2.

Travel agents, foreign tourist

travelled in the culture

offices, airline offices and/or
embassy or consul office of the
country.
3 Import stores. Check the yellow pages in the phone book

331 East 38th Street. New
York, NY 10016 Film lists and
study units on selected countries

Background Notes of the
U.S. Department of State are
short, well-written statements
(3-5 pages with a good map) on
the current politics of all countries of the world with whom the
U.S. maintains diplomatic relations These may be purchased
inexpensively from the Superintendent of Documents, Govern
ment Printing Office. Washington, DC 20422

Food import stores carrying
international products.

Putting the Kit Together

5

Libraries will have information

Step 1:

resources

should be used to protect each
item Tissue paper. plastic bubble
sheets. thin sponge rubber. or other
packaging material can be used for
further protection

are a!so available
9

4.

and can help in locating other

10

ImPro,tng women < entrepreneunal <kilt< and access to
credo helps families and the economt,

Select a sturdy, well-designed

box to contain the items A mailing
box, a suitcase, or a corrugated file

Using Your Culture Kit
Use the Culture Kit as an active
resource Let the user audience
become involved with the items during
your presentation Im ite people from
the culture to be a part of your
presentation
Discuss similarities and interesting differ-

ences between U.S culture and the
culture presented by your Culture Kit.
Share your Culture Kit with other
people Invite their use of it with their
friends or at other group meetings.
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The Arithmetic
Of Poverty

Connect with Future
Homemakers of America

By Appadura (India)

Use the FHA/HERO planning process
to identify home economics issues in
developing countries

Decide, mother,
Who goes without!
Is it Rama, the strongest?
Or Baca, the weakest
Who may not need it much

Select an issue

Work individual's, through the
Power of One or in committee
or as a chapter to develop
projects.
Obtain resources from the

longer'?

Or perhaps Sita
Who may be expendable?

library; write for materials; invite
speakers.

Plan activities that help create an
awareness of neea: in developing countries or service projects
that assist people in developing
countries.
Involve the school and community in FHA/HERO activities and

Decide, mother!
Kill a part
Of yourself
As you resolve the dilemma.
Decide, mother!
Decide . . .

organizations.

These commemorative days might also
be used to sponsor a money-making
activity, with the money then contributed to designated appropriate outreach program(s)

WORLD HOME ECONOMICS

Celebrate World Days

WORLD HEALTH DAYApril

Encourage the FHA /HERO state association to adopt a state project relating
Home Economics and development
education.

HungerThe Challenge

throughout the world with a variety of
events. Instructional materials which
can easily be related to Home Economics have been prepared for each of
these days and are available at little or
no cost from the sponsoring

Plan to celebrate or include information
in your classes about World Home

And hate.

Ahead, Presidential Commission
on World Hunger, 1980.

Each of these days is recognized widely

DAYMarch 20
Sponsored by the International Federation for Home Economics (IFHE), this
day gives home economist. an opportunity to tell the community about
Home Economics programs and how
Home Economics is addressing local
community probl,:ms or development
and family issues in other countries.
Contact the American Home Economics Association, 2010 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington. DC
20036

projects.
Publicize these activities.

`Source: Overco"nh g World

Economics Day, World Health Day,
and World Food Day A focus on these
can spark the interest of students
and/or Future Homemakers of America chapter members.

7

Sponsored by the World Health Organization (WHO) of the United Nations,
this year's international theme is

"Health for All: All for Health."
Emphasis is on the importance of
immunization b combating childhood
deaths from preventable diseases. A
new international health teaching
module is available from: The American Association for World Health
(AAWH), 2001 S Street N.W., Suite
530, Washington, DC 20009.

WORLD FOOD DAY--October 16

A

at

,
Workshops focused on deselopment education are
entscieng and bolster confidence in teaching

12

Sponsored t..,/ the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) of the United
Nations, this day commemorates we
day of FAO's founding in 1945. "Poverty, Hunger and Interdependence"
was the most recent theme The day is
celebrated in approximately 150 countries. The American Home Economics
Association has been a national cosponsor for several years. Updated
materials are available from National
Committee for World Food Day. 1001
22nd Street N.W.. Washington. DC
20437; 202-653-2404.
11
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Link Up with Others
In Service Projects
The following are some orgarn.
with development education ac' .des
Your class or FHA/HERO chapter
may wish to learn what these groups
are doing. All groups are aware of the
Global Connections project and
assist in any way they can to help students identify an activity for their
involvement.

AFRICARE
1601 Connecticut At)enue N W
Washington. DC 20009
202-462-3614

Tap Other Resources

Ending Hunger, The Hunger Project,

From the organizations nokd with an
asterisk and listed on page 3, you will
be able to obtain Information about
slides, filmstrips, films, videocassettes

which are availableusually on loan
for return postage or at minimum cost
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